Given different complex structures on a fixed compact differentiable manifold X the Torelli problem for X is whether these structures are distinguishable at the cohomology level, for example by the position of the subspace HOOf, f2 k) ~_ Hk (X, ~) 
:Hi(X, O)~Hom(H°(X, 12*), Hi(X, f2*-')).
(1.1) (One has a natural identification of this Hom with a subspace of OGra~s. )
Assuming S is versal, so that Q is an isomorphism, one has a problem of local Torelli type to prove that 2 is injective under suitable hypotheses. In the sequel we assume k = n = dimX and employ the phrase "the local Torelli theorem holds" or "the n-forms give local moduli" to mean that (1.1) is injective. Clearly we must assume that H°(X, ~") is sufficiently rich, e.g. H°(X, l-2n):#0, in order to have any hope. In the case n = 1 it is in fact necessary and sufficient to assume that the canonical map X--* F(H°(X, O 1) ) is an imbedding (by a classical and rather difficult theorem of Noether). Conjecturally when the canonical bundle ~] is sufficiently ample, the local Torelli problem will have an affirmative answer. This conjecture has been verified in many special cases, cf. [2, 4, 5] . The investigations of Peters led him to discover a simple proof of Theorem 
Let X be a compact Kahler n.manifold ~-~X a line bundle such that
LP®R=f2~ for k>O and assume 1) the map f : X ~ IP s, given by H°(X, cp), is everywhere defined and dimf(X) = n ; 2) H°(X, f2"-l ®~cf)=O ; 3) given any small deformation Xs Proof Taking &a = 6(1)/X, one has t2'~ = L,~ '®k by adjunction and k > 0 for ampleness.
It suffices to verify 2 (see Theorem 1' below), which follows inductively from Bott's vanishing theorem, see Erratum to [4] .
Corollary 2 (Theorems 3. t and 3.4, in [5] Proof Let ~ be the pull back of (9(1). The condition £2" = ~e k and k > 0 is equivalent to r e ( n -I ) -N -1 > 0 (resp. follows from #>rv, v>3). Conditions 1) and 3) are known to hold under the above assumptions (e.g. [5] ). As to Condition 2): In the first case take k = m ( n -1 ) -N -1
and one can prove that H°(X, I2m-t(1)) =H°(X, Tx®(k+ 1)=0 by means of the exact sequences given in 1.8 of [5] . This boils down to another application of Bott's vanishing theorem. In the second case take k = 1 and H°(X, Tx®K 2) dualizes to H2(X, T x) which is zero due to 1.8 and 3.2 of [5] .
We remark that the theorem as it stands cannot be applied to yield the classic Noether's theorem--for Le =K2~,X a curve, the Conditions 1) and 3) are satisfied but 2 requires He(X, 01) = 0 which is too strong. In attempting to weaken Condition (X,,W) , one has an injection l®s(t-~):f2"-l®~i--*f2~-l®L,¢ whence H°(X, f2" -1 ® 2 f ~) = 0. Thus the assumptions in Theorem 1 are strictly stronger than Theorem 1'.
In the case that L~'=I2~: and that the base locus has no components of codimension 2, the new condition 2 is equivalent to the injectivity o f (1.1). The group
H~oz(HO(X,O,-l®(fp)-1)) gives a new method to recognize the failure of local
Torelli. When X is a curve, one may identify nonzero elements of H~o~(H°(X, ~2"-1 ® (~, ) -~)) with nontrivial systems of quadratic equations vanishing on the canonical curve f(X) c= Ipq-1. One may actually solve such a quadratic system to show that f(X) is rational, i,e. thatX is hyperelliptic. One obtains therefore (el. § 3) an elementary proof of Noether's theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1'
Given a compact complex manifold X, a line bundle W and a subspace O+VZ-H°(X, 140 then we may form a vector bundle E = W*®cV. We may write sections of KP(F) as 
H~o~wv(H (X, F))
3)
The relevance of this construction to local Torelli is seen by taking W = [2~, V= H°(X, P~x), F = 0 x and noting that II°oz(Hl(X, O)) is precisely the kernel of the mapping 2 in (1.1), and our problem is to show this group vanishes.
For any F, W, V we have an exact sequence 
O-* H~o~(H°(X, F ) ) o H ~ ---} H°o~(H*(X, F))-~ H2o~(H°(X,
F
O~ H°( O x)~ H°( Or, fx)~ H°( N) L H ~ ( @ x)--*O
in which the surjectivity of 6 is Peters' hypothesis 3. He then worked globally employing arguments analogous to (2.7) to show that given aeH°(N) such that xi-6(~)=0 for all i, there exists [l~H°(O~nlx) projecting to ~ hence 6(g)=0.
Fixing a good Cech covering 9£ of X one has a double complex 0(9i, KP(F)). The eohomotogy of the associated simple complex is denoted by H" and is called the hypercohomology of the complex K'(F).
One studies H using the spectral sequences of the double complex 
O-, AOR(O)-.,...-, A 2 R(O)-, R(O)-, R-~O
associated to the R-sequence x 1 ..... xgeRl= Ho(x, ~c~o!, which is an R-projective resolution of C. Given any R module N the complex K (N) = Horn R (A "R (g), N), has as cohomology Ext~ (C, N) and when N is graded one obtains a natural grading on the Ext ~. We easily identify our local Torelli obstructions H2o~(H°(X, Ox) ) with the degree 2 piece of Ext2(C,H°(X -{0}, O)). Ideally one should be able to relate the nature of the isolated singularity at 0~X to the failure of local Toretli. We note in this direction that if X is normal (i.e. HIo~()(,Ox)=0 for i=0,1), then H°(X, O )~H°0 ~-{0}, O) since 8 is reflexive, cf. [6] .
Noether's Theorem
Let X be a nonsingular projective curve of genus g = r + 1 and let f : X ~ F r be the Proof Every b~ is a linear combination ofxk's, and we shall say b~i "involves" x k ifx k appears with nonzero coefficient. The assertion vp(bij)>l is equivalent to the assertion x k not involved in b~j for k < I. We modify the b~j by a suitable boundary.
We x , are expressed as r a t i o n a l functions of x , _ 1/x~, a n d c o n s e q u e n t l y f ( X ) is rational.
